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ABSTRACT

Recently Internet P2P/overlay streaming has gained increasing popularity. While plenty of research has focused
on streaming performance study, it is not quite known yet on how to efficiently serve heterogeneous devices
that have different limitations on display size, color depth, bandwidth capacities, CPU and battery power, than
desktop computers. Although previous work1 proposes to reuse intermediate information (metadata) produced
during transcoding to facilitate runtime content adaption to serve heterogeneous clients by reducing total com-
puting load, unbalanced resource contribution may pre-maturely exhaust the limited power of mobile devices,
and adversely affect the performance of participating nodes and subsequently threaten the robustness of the
whole system. In this work, we propose a Dynamic Bi-Overlay Rotation (DOOR) scheme, in which, we further
consider resource consumption of participating nodes to design a dynamic rotation scheme that reacts to dynamic
situations and balances across multiple types of resources on individual nodes. Based on the computing load
and transcoding quality parameters obtained through real transcoding sessions, we drive large scale simulations
to evaluate DOOR. The results show clear improvement of DOOR over earlier work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet has witnessed the sheer increase of Internet streaming traffic in recent years, among which a
significant portion is delivered through various P2P/overlay streaming systems, such as PPLive,2 PPStream,3

TVAnts,4 ESM,5 AnySee,6 and CoolStreaming.7 Today, TVAnts4 provides daily accesses to more than 400
channels. On the other hand, ESM,5 built upon overlay multicast technology, has been used for over 30 different
events and by over 10,000 users across the world.

The increasing popularity of P2P/overlay streaming services has attracted a wide scope of participation from
heterogeneous mobile devices, owing to the technology advancements in the wireless8 and the third generation
(3G) network. Currently, the 3G wireless networks based on CDMA 20009 (with more than 300 million sub-
scribers worldwide by December 2005) and UMTS10 have been widely deployed. According to Telephia,11 17% of
the total 206 million US mobile phone subscribers accessed the Internet and it is estimate that users worldwide
will exceed 1 billion before 2010.12

However, the increasing participation of heterogeneous mobile devices challenge existing P2P/overlay live
streaming systems in at least two aspects. First, although some previous research has considered the bandwidth
heterogeneity of different peers, which is not uncommon in residence if clients use ADSL connections, it is not
quite known yet on how to efficiently serve heterogeneous devices that have different quality requirements on
display size, color depth, connection bandwidth while they have limited CPU cycles and battery power when
compared with traditional desktops. Some research has been conducted on layered coding approaches.13,14 But
it is difficult for these approaches to provide fine-grain video qualities and flexible adaptations.1 In addition,
in practice most of existing devices do not support these codecs. Second, although previous research has con-
sidered the unfairness of node contributions due to the node positions in the system, the unfair contribution
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of different nodes in a heterogeneous environment may exhaust their limited resources quickly, resulting in the
early termination of these nodes, and subsequently threatening the robustness of the system. In our previous
work,1 in order to facilitate the CPU-intensive content adaptation at runtime, we have proposed to construct
an additional overlay, called metadata overlay, to instantly share intermediate results of a content adaptation
process to reduce runtime content adaptation cost significantly. This extra overlay, however, incurs unfair CPU
contribution among transcoding nodes and thus aggravates the concern on fairness and robustness of the system.

In this paper, aiming to more efficiently address the heterogeneity and fairness problems, we propose DOOR
(Dynamic Bi-Overlay Rotation) to improve existing P2P/overlay systems so that heterogeneous devices can
receive their desired streaming qualities in a fair fashion by leveraging the online content adaptation without any
additional infrastructure support. Dynamic rotation is conducted on both overlays by considering the resource
contribution and consumption of heterogeneous nodes, aiming to improve the robustness and fairness of the
system. Based on the computing load and transcoding quality parameters obtained through real transcoding
sessions, we drive large scale simulations to evaluate our proposal. The results show clear improvement of the
proposed scheme over earlier work.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some related work. We present the
overlay construction protocol and its associated data structures that are critical to rotation in Section 3. The
details of dynamic bi-overlay rotation scheme are discussed in Section 4. Experimental results are presented in
Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Research on P2P/overlay streaming systems has attracted considerable attention.2,6, 7, 14–19 Some of these studies
aim to address the robustness and unfairness problems for interior nodes. For example, Splitstream15 distributes
the forwarding bandwidth load among all the peers and can accommodate the peers with different bandwidth.
Considering streaming from one source to many peers with low delay, ZigZag18 constructs an efficient multicast
tree and its end-to-end delay is kept small because the number of processing hops on the delivery path is
decreased. In order to satisfy large and highly dynamic host population, Dagster17 encourages nodes to donate
more bandwidth to the system by preempting other nodes that contribute less bandwidth. However, it is not
clear how a node could efficiently conduct transcoding at runtime although transcoding is proposed.

These existing research efforts mainly focus on reducing one type of resource consumption. In our previous
work,1 we have systematically evaluated the trade-offs of using runtime transcoding to handle content adaption
that is required in a heterogeneous P2P system. We have further proposed to use intermediate information
(metadata) produced during transcoding. Nevertheless, transcoding is still considered a computing intensive
task, especially for mobile devices. The unbalanced use of various types of resources can adversely affect the
performance of participating nodes and subsequently threaten the robustness of the whole system. DOOR aims
to improve fairness and leads to more robust P2P systems.

3. BI-OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we present the bi-overlay construction, including a data overlay and a metadata overlay. On each
overlay, different interchangeable sets are constructed to facilitate rotation in the streaming service in order to
balance resource consumption on heterogeneous nodes.

3.1 Interchangeable Set

An interchangeable set is a node cluster in which the positions of the nodes are interchangeable. In DOOR, there
are two types of interchangeable sets: Data Interchangeable Set (DIS) and Metadata Interchangeable Set (MIS).
A DIS is formed by non-transcoding nodes on the data overlay and a MIS is formed by transcoding nodes on
the metadata overlay. We describe their formation in section 3.1.1 and section 3.1.2, respectively.
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Figure 1. A bi-overlay example
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Figure 2. A QP-Array example. The fields of an element
in DIS-Array are planeID, NodeID, FunctionProperty
(0:regular peer, 1:transcoding-capable peer), and source
index

3.1.1 DIS and QP-Array

On the data overlay, the nodes that demand the same streaming quality form a quality plane. Different quality
planes are connected through transcoding nodes. On a quality plane, there are different subtrees. For example,
in Figure 1, on quality plane 1, there are three subtrees on different branches originating from the source node.
Each subtree may contain both transcoding and non-transcoding nodes. We use source index to indicate the
subtree branch originating from the source node. For example, in the quality plane 2 of Figure 1, there are
4 subtrees originating from the source node. Non-transcoding nodes from the same subtree on a quality plane
forms a DIS. For example, nodes A, B, and C on quality plane 3 in Figure 1 belong to the same DIS in the
circle. In DOOR, the quality plane is managed through an array called QP-Array, which is a n-element array
if the entire number of different quality versions is n. Figure 2 shows an example. Apparently, each element in
the array is associated with one quality plane that is represented by an array called DIS-Array. This array may
contain several DISs and different DISs have different source indices. The first-element in each DIS is referred
as data-head. In Figure 2, the data-head is represented by shaded rectangles. The child nodes of a data head
are stored in the deep-first order. For each element in the DIS-Array, there are four fields: planeID, NodeId,
FunctionProperty (regular/transcoding capability), and source index. For a child node, the source index of that
node is the same as that of its parent or is assigned by the source node if its parent is the source node. Only
nodes in the same interchangeable set can participate the rotation as to be discussed in section 4.3.

3.1.2 MIS and TMatrix

On the metadata overlay, similarly, based on the transcoding input and output versions, we have different
transcoding planes. For example, in Figure 1, transcoding nodes A’, B’, and C’ perform identical transcoding
and thus are on the same transcoding plane. With a total of n different quality versions, there are at most
1
2n × (n − 1) different transcoding planes without counting the impractical cases (transcoding from a lower
quality stream to a higher quality stream). We use a upper triangle matrix of size n× n, denoted by TMatrix,
to represent the transcoding planes. Figure 3(a) shows an example of TMatrix. All transcoding nodes belonging
to the same transcoding plane form an MIS if their transcoding processes have the same input and output.
Figure 3(b) shows an example of column j’s MIS lists in TMatrix. Similar to DIS-Array, the first non-null
element is referred as meta-head. In a MIS, the meta-head performs full transcoding while other nodes perform
the same meta-transcoding.
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Figure 3. A TMatrix example on the Metadata overlay. The fields of an element are planeID, and NodeID



3.2 Bi-Overlay Construction
The overlay is constructed and adjusted upon node arrivals and departures. We present the node arrival and
departure processes in section 3.2.1 and section 3.2.2, respectively.

3.2.1 Node Arrival

When a node arrives, it first contacts the source node or a bootstrap node with its quality requirement. In
DOOR, the quality requirements of node i are denoted as a tuple of < fri, bri, cdi >, where fri, bri, and cdi

represent the frame rate, bit rate, and color depth requirements, respectively. In the following context, we always
map the quality tuple requirement to a quality index and refer to as a quality version. We assume that if there
are n quality versions, the best quality version (original version) is 1 and the lowest quality version is n.

• Case 1 – no transcoding required and quality plane: First, the joining node contacts the source
node or a bootstrap node to obtain a candidate parent list containing the nodes that can provide the exact
desired object quality. The joining node selects one of them with the smallest height (from the source
node) in the tree. In this case, only the data overlay is updated. At the same time, this node needs to
join a particular quality plane. Suppose the joining node requests streaming quality i and its candidate
parent’s source index is j,

– The node contacts the data-head of DISij . If the data-head can accept the joining node, it adds the
joining node to its list. Otherwise, the node contacts another candidate parent with a different source
index.

– If all the candidate parents have been tried without any success and the source node has enough
bandwidth, the source node will assign a source index j′ and the joining node becomes the data-head
of DISij′ . The NodeID and source index are recorded in DISij′ .

• Case 2 – transcoding required and transcoding plane: If the desired object version does not exist,
the joining node must find a parent node that is able to do transcoding for it. In this case, both the
metadata overlay and the data overlay need to be updated. At the same time, the parent node needs to
join a particular transcoding plane. Based on whether there is available metadata for transcoding,

– metadata available and meta-transcoding: The joining node checks TMatrix from the source
node by examining the jth column (note that quality version 1 is the highest quality version). The
possible parent candidates are from T1,j to Tj−1,j (a total of j − 1 candidates). The joining node
starts to probe nodes that are receiving version t (0 < t < j), if Tt,j is not null in TMatirx. If it is
for bit rate transcoding, t is selected where j − t is the largest, otherwise, the smallest.1

If the joining node can find a parent (denoted as P), P needs to join the metadata overlay by contacting
meta-head of Tt,j . If P can find a parent node to join in the metadata subtree, P will receive the
shared metadata mt,j within the metadata subtree and can share it with other incoming nodes. If
the meta-head cannot accept P into the metadata subtree, the joining node need to probe another
non-null element in the jth column of TMatrixand repeat above joining process. If all non-null
nodes have been tried, go to next step.

– metadata unavailable and full transcoding: If a parent is not found in the previous step, the
joining node must look for a parent that can perform full transcoding for it. To minimize the total
transcoding overhead, the joining node starts to probe nodes that are receiving version t (0 < t < j),
if Tt,j is null in TMatrix. The joining node probes nodes where t-j is the smallest or the largest,
depending on the type of transcoding as discussed above. If a node P accepts the joining node as
a child, P starts a full transcoding process from scratch. Accordingly, P joins the metadata overlay
and updates the element Tt,j in TMatrix if node P needs to do transcoding from quality t to quality
j and node P becomes the meta-head of Tt,j . The element Tt,j of TMatrix is changed from null to
(t, P ). At the same time, the arriving node joins the data overlay with source index i. The data-head
of element DISji accepts the joining node as its member and updates the DISji list.

If a parent node still can not be found and the version j is not the lowest quality version, the node starts
to request version j + 1 following the above procedure. Otherwise, the joining request is rejected.



3.2.2 Node Departure

In P2P/overlay streaming, participating nodes may leave the system at any time. When a node departs, DIS-
Array and TMatrix must be updated to reflect the change on the data overlay and metadata overlay. The
procedures are as follows.

• Case 2.1: If the departing node is a leaf node and is receiving version j, assuming its parent is P ,

(1) DATA-DEPART: if P is not a transcoding node, remove the departing node from P ’s children list
and the departing node leaves the data tree as follows:

– If the departing node is the data-head of DISjk (k is the source index of departing node) and it is
the only node in the list of DISjk, remove the departing node from the list and set DISjk to null.

– If the departing node is the data-head and is not the only node in the list of DISjk, the data-head
selects the node with the largest bandwidth as the new data-head. In addition, the corresponding
data-head element of DISjk in DIS-Array is updated.

(2) META-DEPART: if P is a transcoding node conducting transcoding from quality i to quality j, P
leaves the metadata subtree Ti,j as follows:

– If P is the meta head and the only node in the subtree, the element Ti,j of TMatrix is set to null.

– Otherwise, P selects the node with the largest available bandwidth to be the new meta-head in the
transcoding plane and the meta-head element of Ti,j in TMatrix is set to the newly selected node.

In addition, the departing node leaves the data tree following the DATA-DEPART algorithm.

• Case 2.2: If the departing node is neither a leaf node nor a transcoding node, the children of the departing
node need to find a new parent. The parent of the departing node is a good candidate if the parent is
not a transcoding node and has enough bandwidth. If the children of the departing node cannot find an
appropriate parent, the children of the departing node need to perform a rejoin process and the rejoin-
process may change the transcoding plane but not the quality plane because the children do not change their
quality version requirement. If the parent (denoted as P ) of the departing node is a transcoding node,
P leaves the metadata subtree Ti,j following the META-DEPART algorithm and the corresponding
transcoding plane is updated. If the departing node is on the DIS list of quality plane j, the departing
node is removed from the system following the DATA-DEPART algorithm.

• Case 2.3: If the departing node receiving version i is not a leaf node and is a transcoding node, the
adjustment must be done on both the corresponding quality plane and the transcoding plane. Assume
the departing node D is in the metadata tree Ti,j and the children of node D need quality version j.
The departing node leaves the metadata subtree Ti,j and the transcoding plane is updated. Following the
META-DEPART algorithm, the departing node leaves the metadata subtree. If the departing node is
on the DIS list of quality plane j, node D is removed from the system according to the DATA-DEPART
algorithm. In addition, the children of node D on the data overlay need to find another transcoding parent
having the same metadata in the metadata subtree that departing node is originally in. If they cannot find
transcoding parents through metadata subtree Ti,j , they need to rejoin the system.

4. DYNAMIC BI-OVERLAY ROTATION

Although metadata sharing through the metadata overlay can significantly reduce the total amount of CPU
cycles demanded for online content adaptation, the overhead would be charged on fixed nodes, which not only
is unfair, but also may exhaust the resources on these nodes quickly and leads to the collapse of the system. In
addition, on the data overlay, different nodes may contribute different amounts of bandwidth due to the different
numbers of children they serve. In order to deal with these heterogeneity and fairness issues, we propose dynamic
bi-overlay rotation. We present rotation criteria for selecting candidate nodes, when to rotate and how to rotate
in Section 4.1, Section 4.2, and Section 4.3, respectively.



4.1 Rotation Criteria

The rotation on the metadata overlay aims to reconcile CPU and bandwidth consumption for online content
adaptation, while the rotation on the data overlay is to balance the bandwidth contribution of different nodes.
Thus, to select nodes for rotation, it must be based on nodes’ contribution on different overlays.

4.1.1 Node contribution on the data overlay

On the data overlay, different nodes make different contributions due to the different numbers of children they
serve. To characterize the bandwidth contribution of a node, we define Contribution Index (CI) to reflect how
much bandwidth the node contributes to the system. The CI of node i on the data overlay is defined as

CIbi =
K∑
1

ubik × tik. (1)

where tik is node i’s uploading service time for child k, K is the total number of children that node i serves on
the data subtree, and ubik is the bandwidth consumption of node i for child k.

4.1.2 Node contribution on the metadata overlay

Different with data overlay, the Contribution Index of a node in metadata overlay includes two portions: CPU
and bandwidth. The amount of the CPU cycles is dependent on full transcoding or meta-transcoding the node
performs, while the bandwidth consumption on the metadata overlay is dependent on the size of metadata and
the number of children the node serves.

Accordingly, without considering the scarcity of different resources, the contribution index of node i is CIi =
a×CIci +b×CImbi, where a and b represent the normalization factors for the CPU and bandwidth consumption.
If there are k nodes in a metadata subtree, a = 1/

∑k
1 CIci and b = 1/

∑k
1 CImbi. The CImbi is calculated by

CImbi =
K∑
1

umbik × tik. (2)

where tik is node i’s uploading service time for child k, K is the total number of children that node i serves
in the metadata subtree, and umbik is the metadata bandwidth load of node i for child k. In addition, CIci is
calculated by: CIci = civ1,iv2× ti, where civ1,iv2 represents the node i’s transcoding quality distance from version
v1 to version v2 and ti is the time during which node i is an active transcoder.

4.1.3 Fragile edge and rotation pair selection

Based on the definitions of CI in section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, CI of each node on these overlays can be calculated
periodically. Note that the contribution of each node is accumulative from the beginning. Based on their
contributions, the protocol selects pairs of nodes as candidates to exchange their positions in the tree. The
selection works as follows. First, with the contribution of each node, each link is tagged with the absolute
contribution difference value of the two neighboring nodes in each DIS and MIS. Second, the data head or meta
head selects the link with the largest difference as a fragile edge. The two nodes connected by a fragile edge
form a rotation pair. Thus, each rotation would only affect a small number of nodes. In addition, a node having
contributed a lot can exchange its position with a node having contributed little in a recursive fashion to balance
their resource consumption.

4.2 Rotation Schedule

Having identified the rotation pairs, we need to determine when to perform rotation. The frequency of rotation
should be considered carefully. If the subtree is rotated too frequently, it keeps the overlays busy with adjusting
new neighborhood relationships. If it is rotated too slowly, the resource contributions of different nodes could
be very skew. Thus, an appropriate rotation interval should be determined and the interval selection can be
contribution-driven or time-driven. A time-driven approach is straightforward. That is to rotate the sub-tree
with a fixed time interval Ir. However, the contribution is not only affected by the time period, it is also affected
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Figure 4. The rotation process on the data overlay

by the node arrivals and departures since these dynamics would affect the number of children each node serves.
Therefore, our interval is determined by considering both aspects. That is, by monitoring the node arrivals and
departures to the sub-tree, the data-head on the data overlay and the meta-head on the metadata overlay can
determine the rotation interval dynamically as follows. Each arrival or departure is taken as an event. If the
event rate, denoted as Er, is less than Eα, a system threshold, the rotation interval is Ir. Otherwise, the rotation
interval is Ir ×Er. The purpose of such a design is to give extra time for nodes in a metadata subtree to adapt
to the dynamics.

4.3 Rotation Protocol

Although rotation can balance the resource consumption among participating nodes, it is important to guarantee
that the rotation would not disrupt the streaming delivery and would not degrade user perceived experience.

For these objectives, we leverage a technique that has been commonly used in practice.20 That is, for a
playback, if the playback speed is slightly changed (increased or decreased) in a certain range, users would not
perceive the difference. This technique has been used by TV channels to insert additional advertisements during
the normal broadcasting. The practice indicates that this range should be controlled under 20%. With the
support of this technique, we carefully manage the buffers of the involved nodes for rotation to guarantee the
unchanged size of the buffers before and after rotation. In the mean time, we aim to minimize the total time
spent on rotation.

4.3.1 Data overlay rotation and buffer management

Rotation is performed simultaneously for the node pairs connected by fragile edges. For a pair of nodes (a, b) to
be rotated, assume node a is the parent of node b on the subtree. Without losing the generality, we assume that
the child set of node a (except b) is clustered and denoted as Ca, and the child set of node b is denoted as Cb

and the parent of node a is denoted as Pa.

We assume that by default, each active node maintains a playback buffer that can sustain T second playback
at the normal playback speed v. We also assume there is a playback delay of ∆T between node a and node b.
This delay applies to any parent and child pair. Our rotation procedure consists of two phases and we assume
the duration for them is T1 and T2, respectively. Phase 1 starts at time 0 and ends at time T1 and phase 2 starts
at time T1 and ends at time T1 + T2. Based on these assumptions, the initial buffer size of node a and b is T × v
and the stream content in related nodes before phase 1 is shown in Figure 4(c). Our goal is thus to guarantee
that after the rotation, the buffer size of the involved nodes remains the same based on the following procedure:

1. Figure 4(a) shows the original situation when time is 0 (phase1 starts). When rotation starts, node Pa

stops streaming to node a and starts to stream to node b. Simultaneously, node a 1) reduces its playback
rate by α percentage and thus its playback rate is (1−α)×v; 2) continues to stream to node b. At the same
time, node b increases its playback speed by β percentage and thus its playback rate is (1 + β)× v. Hence,
the buffering speed of node a is 0. The buffering speed of node b is 2×v because it receives streaming from
node a and node Pa simultaneously. This phase continues till T1. When it is T1, the buffer size of node a



is decreased from T × v to (T − (1− α)× T1)× v and the buffer size of node b is increased from T × v to
(T + (1 − β) × T1) × v. While for node Ca and Cb, as long as T1 is less than ∆T , their buffer size is not
changed. The index of playback and buffering and the buffers of different nodes after phase 1 are shown
in Figure 4(d).

2. Figure 4(b) shows the rotation situation when time is T1 (the time when phase 2 starts). At time T1, node
b starts to stream to node a and node Ca. Node a starts to stream to node Cb. At the same time, node a
stops streaming to node Ca and node b stops streaming to node Cb. From time T1 to T2, the buffer size
of node a is increased to (T − (1 − α) × T1 + α × T2) × v and the buffer size of node b is decreased to
(T + (1− β)× T1 − β × T2)× v.

Through the entire rotation procedure, the buffering and playback speed of node Ca and Cb are not changed.
Thus, their buffer sizes are not affected by the rotation.

Assume for node a and node b, they resume the normal playback after T2a and T2b in Phase 2. For node a,
at time T1 +T2a, its buffer size should be equal to or larger than T × v, the buffer size before the rotation. Thus,

(T − (1− α)× T1 + α× T2a)× v ≥ T × v => T2a ≥ 1− α

α
× T1 (3)

For node b, we also expect that when it is T1 + T2b, its buffer size should be equal to or larger than T × v and
node b can resume normal playback speed v. That is

(T + (1− β)× T1 − β × T2b)× v ≥ T × v => T2b ≤ 1− β

β
× T1. (4)

To minimize T1 + T2 (the duration of the entire rotation), where T2 = max{min{T2a},max{T2b}}, we can get

T1 + T2 =

{
1
α ×∆T if α ≤ β,
1
β ×∆T if α > β.

(5)

As we have mentioned, α, β should be controlled under 20%. The rotation time thus depends on ∆T , which
is one-hop delay on the overlay. It varies depending on the underlying physical topology. However, with an
average estimate of 100 ms of ∆T , the rotation can be finished in 0.5 seconds if the α and β are set as 20%.

Through a similar analysis we have performed on the data overlay rotation, assume that there is a delay of
∆Tm between nodes on the metadata overlay, we can derive that the total rotation duration on the metadata
overlay, is equal to ∆Tm

β or ∆Tm

α . Thus, the minimization of this rotation duration is similar as what we have
performed for the data overlay.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first conduct bit rate reduction and frame rate reduction based on our implemented transcoder
to get real parameters, which are then used in ns2 simulations to evaluate a large scale overlay streaming system.

5.1 Real Experiments and Simulation Setup

We have conducted both bit rate reduction and frame rate reduction on our transcoder with a 1000-second video
clip, which has a data rate of 500 kb/s and a frame rate of 30 frame/second (denoted as f/s hereafter). The video
clip we have used is “foreman” coded by H.263. Four other versions have been transcoded from the original
version for each type of transcoding. In bit rate reduction, these versions have 400 kb/s to 100 kb/s with a
difference of 100 kb/s in successive versions. If we assume CPU consumption for a full transcoding session is
1 unit, meta-transcoding only demands 0.4 units for transcoding to these four versions with a metadata size of
10% of the original video file size regardless of different versions. In frame rate reduction, the other four versions
are 500 kb/s and 400 kb/s at 30 f/s, 300 kb/s and 200 kb/s at 15 f/s, and 100 kb/s at 5 f/s. If CPU load for
a full transcoding session from 30 f/s to 15 f/s takes 1 unit, the CPU load for full transcoding from 30 f/s to



5 f/s and from 15 f/s to 5 f/s takes 0.44 units and 0.36 units, respectively. While for meta-transcoding, the
corresponding CPU loads are 0.5, 0.27, and 0.19 units and the corresponding metadata size is 20%-25% of the
original video file size for transcoding between different frame rates, depending on the source bit rate and the
target frame rate.

With the setting of these parameters in ns2, we set to evaluate DOOR by comparing it with other three
schemes. Among them, No-Transcoding represents system in which no node in the system can perform transcod-
ing but the source node can serve precoded versions. A joining request is accepted if the requested or a lower
quality version is available. Full-Transcoding represents the system in which all transcoders perform full transcod-
ing without metadata. Meta-Transcoding indicates the system with the metadata overlay, but without dynamic
bi-overlay rotation, which is the scheme we proposed in Ref. 1.

In our experiments, there are 2000 nodes dynamically joining and leaving the system. The source node has all
the different versions and its uploading bandwidth is 5 Mb/s. The distribution of the uploading bandwidth for
other nodes is as follows: 5Mb/s (11%), 2Mb/s (3%), 896kb/s (9%), 384kb/s (21%) and 256kb/s (56%), which
is based on the experimental conditions used in Ref. 21. The CPU constraints of nodes are randomly distributed
from 1 unit/second to 2 units/second. Nodes with 5Mb/s and 2Mb/s uploading bandwidth randomly request
quality versions 1 to 3, and nodes with other bandwidth randomly request quality versions 1 to 5. The node
arrivals follow a Poisson distribution with the mean arrival rate as 1 request per second. The maximum arrival
interval is 10 seconds. A node stays in the system receiving streaming for a duration ranging from 250 seconds
to 1000 seconds. For rotation, the default rotation interval is set as 20 seconds. The system threshold Eα is set
as 0.25.
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Figure 5. CPU cycles consumed (bit
rate transcoding)
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Figure 6. CPU cycles consumed (frame
rate transcoding)
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Figure 7. Total traffic (bit rate
transcoding)
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Figure 8. Total traffic (frame rate
transcoding)
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Figure 9. Data overlay rotation (bit
rate transcoding)
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Figure 10. Data overlay rotation (frame
rate transcoding)

5.2 Total CPU and Bandwidth Consumption

First, the total CPU and bandwidth consumptions of different schemes are studied. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show
the normalized CPU consumption for bit rate and frame rate transcoding, respectively. The CPU load on the
y-axis is computed every 20 seconds. As shown in both figures, No-Transcoding does not require any CPU cycles
since no transcoding is performed. Both Meta-Transcoding and DOOR consume the same amount of CPU cycles
since the difference between these two schemes is not on the total CPU consumption, but on CPU consumption
on individual node, which will be evaluated later. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show that with the metadata overlay to
share the metadata, both DOOR and Meta-Transcoding significantly outperform Full-Transcoding. On average,



metadata assisted schemes can save 58% and 51% CPU load comparing with Full-Transcoding for bit rate
transcoding and frame rate transcoding, respectively.

Although the metadata overlay in DOOR and Meta-Transcoding can help reduce the total CPU demand
during transcoding, there is traffic overhead, which is used for metadata sharing. Figure 7 shows the total traffic
for bit rate transcoding, and Figure 8 shows the corresponding result for frame rate transcoding. The traffic
amount on y-axis is summed every 20 seconds. Both figures indicate a significant traffic amount increase for three
transcoding enabled schemes when compared with No-Transcoding. This is because with transcoding enabled, all
three transcoding schemes can serve more clients with better streaming quality than No-Transcoding. Because
of the traffic overhead due to the rotation process, DOOR consumes more bandwidth than Meta-Transcoding.
Both Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that the rotation cost is only up to 1.3% of the total traffic amount in
Meta-Transcoding.

This group of evaluation results shows that with relatively small overhead, the metadata overlay can effectively
reduce CPU consumption for online content adaptation.

5.3 CPU and Bandwidth Consumption on Individual Nodes

After evaluating the total amount of resources consumed in different schemes, we study resource consumption
on individual nodes to verify whether dynamic rotation can indeed balance their resource consumption.

First, the bandwidth contribution of each nodes is studied. As the major bandwidth consumption is on the
data overlay, we focus on this portion to study whether the fairness is improved with our dynamic rotation
scheme. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the peer bandwidth contribution for bit rate transcoding and frame rate
transcoding, respectively. Note that in both figures, only the first 800 largest bandwidth-contributors on the
data overlay are shown and the contribution values of these nodes in these figures are sorted in descending order.

As shown in the Figure 9, compared with No-Transcoding, Full-Transcoding, and Meta-Transcoding, DOOR
can significantly balance the bandwidth consumption among peers. Overall, nodes in other schemes have their
contributions varying from 540 to 27700 with a standard deviation of 4056, while in DOOR, it is in the range
from 1280 to 5100 with a standard deviation of 745.
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Figure 11. Metadata overlay rotation
(bit rate transcoding)
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Figure 12. Metadata overlay rotation
(frame rate transcoding)
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Figure 13. Power-exhausted nodes on
the data overlay (bit rate transcoding)
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Figure 14. Power-exhausted nodes on
the data overlay (frame rate transcod-
ing)
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Figure 15. Power-exhausted nodes
on the metadata overlay (bit rate
transcoding)
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transcoding)



Second, we evaluate CPU contribution of each peer to the metadata overlay. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show
the CPU cycles contributed to the system for bit rate transcoding and frame rate transcoding. In these two
figures, only the first 100 largest CPU-contributors are shown. In addition, the values of the these nodes in
these figures are sorted in descending order. Clearly, among all the schemes, peers in DOOR contribute more
evenly than in Full-Transcoding and Meta-Transcoding. For example, in Figure 12, for Full-Transcoding, the
peer contribution ranges from 7200 to 27000 with a standard deviation of 4415, while in Meta-Transcoding, it is
ranged from 780 to 9120 with a standard deviation of 1188. Neither of these two are comparable to DOOR, in
which the range is from 840 to 2880 with a standard deviation of 517.

These results show that dynamic bi-overlay rotation, although comes with some cost, can effectively improve
the fairness of peer contributions in both overlays.

5.4 Number of Nodes with Exhausted Power

DOOR is designed to enable transcoding to better serve heterogeneous devices. Normally mobile devices come
with limited battery power. In this section, we evaluate how many nodes are forced to leave the streaming system
once their power is exhausted. If one power-exhausted node leaves the system, the children of this node find
their new parents as if the power-exhausted node leaves the system using our aforementioned peer departure
algorithm. The condition is based on either the total amount of uploading bandwidth consumed or the total
amount of CPU cycles consumed. That is, in the simulation, if a predetermined amount of bandwidth or CPU
cycles is used up, the device is assumed dead and has to leave the system.

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the number of nodes with exhausted power for bit rate transcoding and frame
rate transcoding on the data overlay, respectively. The y-axis, the number of nodes with exhausted power, is
summed every 20 seconds. We only compare DOOR and Meta-Transcoding with different thresholds due to the
limited power for uploading to others. As shown in the figures, when we set the uploading capacity threshold
as 160 Mbtis, 320 Mbits, and 640 Mbits, the trends are similar for bit rate reduction and frame rate reduction.
In particular, compared to Meta-Transcoding, DOOR significantly reduces the number of power-exhausted peers
when the thresholds are 320 Mbits and 640 Mbits by balancing the bandwidth usage among the peers. When
the threshold is 640 Mbits, at time 1000 second, the number of power-exhausted nodes in DOOR is zero, while it
is 140 in Meta-Transcoding (recall a total of 2000 nodes). However, when the threshold is 160 Mbits, the number
of exhausted peers in DOOR is larger than that in Meta-Transcoding. The reason is that the available resources
are evenly consumed and cannot meet the bandwidth requirement for most of peers. On the other hand, with
skewed peer contributions in Meta-Transcoding, a smaller number of power-exhausted peers saved some other
peers for a longer time. Although DOOR has this disadvantage, peers in DOOR begin to leave at 500 second
while peers in Meta-Transcoding start to leave as early as at 150 second after their power is exhausted. Thus,
there is a trade-off between whether the dynamic rotation is applied or not when the total available resource is
very limited.

Similar experiments have been conducted on the metadata overlay for the CPU resources. Figure 15 and
Figure 16 show the number of power-exhausted nodes for bit rate transcoding and frame rate transcoding on
metadata overlay, respectively. Again, the value on the y-axis is summed every 20 seconds. We evaluate three
CPU contribution thresholds: 2000, 4000, and 6000 CPU units. In Figure 16, the number of power-exhausted
peers in DOOR is less than that in Meta-Transcoding when CPU contribution threshold is set as 4000 and 6000
units, and the gap increases with time. However, when CPU threshold is 2000 units, the number of power-
exhausted peers in DOOR is more than that in Meta-Transcoding because the available CPU cycles of most of
the peers cannot meet the requirement of average CPU resource requirement. Compared with Figure 16, in
Figure 15, only when the CPU contribution threshold is 6000 units, the number of power-exhausted peers in
DOOR is less than that in Meta-Transcoding. The reason is that bit rate reduction demands more CPU cycles
than the frame rate reduction.

These results show that DOOR performs very well with moderate supply of resources, while a trade-off could
be manipulated when severe resource shortage is present, which we leave for future work.



6. CONCLUSION

The increasing number of heterogeneous clients using all kinds of mobile devices to participate P2P/overlay
streaming has brought heterogeneity and fairness problems. In this paper, in order to serve heterogeneous clients
and improve the robustness and fairness of these systems, we propose a dynamic bi-overlay rotation scheme,
which features efficient metadata sharing to reduce the total demanded resources for online content adaptation
and dynamic peer rotation in both metadata and data overlays to balance the peer contributions of CPU and
bandwidth resources. Performing real transcoding, we have obtained practical parameters and evaluated our
proposed scheme in a large system. The results show that our proposed scheme is effective in balancing CPU
and bandwidth consumption on individual nodes.
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